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Abstract
In this work an acoustic parametric array for underwater use was designed,
built and tested.
An acoustic parametric array creates a focused beam of sound with the help
of the nonlinearity of the water. This was in this work accomplished with a
multi-element speaker especially designed for underwater acoustics and an
ultrasound signal generation system.
This parametric array has multiple purposes, both in commercial and
military use. One could use such an array to scan the bottom of the ocean, or
aim it horizontally in front of a boat to scan for objects hidden in unknown
water. The array can also be used for sending confidential information
between two vessels, or for surveillance of for example harbor entrances.

Keywords:
Nonlinear acoustics, parametric array, piezoelectric materials & underwater
acoustics.
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Notation
Only the main symbols are listed below. Special symbols are generally not
included. In these cases the meaning is made clear in the neighboring text.
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Introduction
In everyday life, we frequently use equipment based on acoustics. Even if
the instruments get newer, more accurate, we come to a certain point where
improvements become harder and harder to achieve, whilst they base upon
the same technology. In this thesis we focus on possible improvements of
technology by introducing nonlinear acoustics into areas where linear
acoustics is the conventional option.
According to Mark F. Hamilton & David T. Blackstock in the book:
Nonlinear Acoustics (1998):
“A very detailed understanding of linear acoustics has developed from
experiments and theories dating back to antiquity. We know the properties of
small-signal sound waves in great detail: propagation, reflection from and
transmission through interfaces, standing-wave fields, refraction,
diffraction, absorption and dispersion, and so on. By comparison, our
understanding of nonlinear acoustics is exceedingly limited.” (Page 1)
The nonlinear part of acoustics, which throughout the years has tangled
many scientists in its grasp, left some trails even at the Blekinge Institute of
Technology. Therefore, this will be the second thesis about the subject on
this school.

Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to introduce nonlinear acoustics as a tool in
modern maritime day to day use. The current use of acoustics is widely
spread in all sorts of areas and has well proven its usefulness. Most of the
conventional technology used today is based upon linear acoustics, and is
often the cause of limitation. We would therefore like to establish the use of
nonlinear acoustics in civilian, research and also military purpose.

Fields of interest
Research
In fields where more accurate apparatus are required than accessible today it
will be possible to improve the world of science. Some applicable types of
research would be:
•
•

High resolution sonar
Sub-bottom profiling
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•
•

Seismic prospecting
NDT – Non Destructive Testing (Ongoing project at BTH)

Depth sounding
The term depth sounding is an old technique used for measuring the current
depth by sonar. This method is limited by the use of a linear acoustics sonar
apparatus and can only measure the depth beneath a ship. However, a more
interesting measurement would be the depth in front of a ship. By creating a
parametric array one could measure the depth in any desired direction,
which further on could be integrated in a ships navigational systems.

Figure 1: Current linear systems investigate for example the depth under a
ship. By the time this system localizes the upcoming obstacle in the water it
might be too late.

Figure 2: The nonlinear acoustic system opens up the possibility to direct
the beam in a specific direction to detect objects. By doing so you have the
opportunity to look in front of the boat, see the obstacle and be able to take
action after that. This can be especially useful for autonomous boats.

Surveillance
Using nonlinear acoustics for surveillance opens possibilities simply
unreachable for conventional methods. By creating a parametric array of
sound it would be possible to reduce the depth below the surface in which
we can perform accurate surveillance. This is a problem today because the
waves produce bubbles of air and other disturbances near the surface.
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This kind of surveillance could be used in harbor entrances with vital
establishments or military areas. Reducing the depth for surveillance near
the surface makes it possible to discover smaller objects which otherwise
disappear in the noise of the surface.

Figure 3: The system can be used to survey harbors and other areas from
unauthorized personnel.

Communication
Creating the parametric array makes it possible to send concealed
information between two units. For a third member to be able to listen to this
information, one needs to be positioned between these units, at the right
distance. One problem remaining to solve is possible encryption using the
nonlinear effects to further complicate eavesdropping.

Introduction of the subject - Nonlinear acoustics
In order to understand the nonlinear acoustic effects in this thesis, one needs
to have a clear definition of acoustics and the linear propagation of sound in
various mediums.
The discovery of nonlinear acoustic effects was made during the 1950s by
Peter J. Westerweldt. This occurred during an ongoing experiment in air
with high frequency generation. Here the first observation of low frequency
sound was made, even where none was created. This phenomenon of
nonlinear acoustics had its theoretical explanation and ended being
published by Westerweldt, who is now seen as the founder of nonlinear
acoustics.
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Introduction of nonlinear acoustics
As known, sound is a local change of pressure propagating through a
medium. The nonlinear effect can easiest be described as a distortion. This
distortion takes place because of the local change of pressure. For sound
propagating in gas or a fluid, it is known that higher pressure means higher
temperature, which is followed by increased speed of sound. This taken into
account, a conclusion could be made that sound travels faster at high
pressure points than low pressure points, which is exactly what happens.

Figure 4: Wave propagation through medium
In the figure above we see two different waves. The crosshatched wave is a
linear propagating sound wave. The other wave is showing a saw-tooth like
shape. This second wave indicates the existence of a non-linear effect and
most importantly, we can adjust the signal to fit our needs at a certain
distance by combining two signals simultaneously with different
frequencies. Most commonly we recognize the nonlinear effects in other
areas, like:
•
•
•
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Sonic boom.
Acoustic levitation.
The use of ultrasonic waves (like in this case) where we have high
amplitude to wavelength ratio.

The parameter of nonlinearity – B/A
The possibility of creating a nonlinear phenomenon greatly depends on the
characteristics of the medium. For this we use the parameters B/A, which
describe the level of nonlinearity for different mediums and are coefficients
off the first and second degree Taylor series. These parameters are often
used in medical purposes where it is important to distinguish different body
parts which all have their specific values. The value for salt water is
.⁄& 9 5,3.

Piezoelectric materials
In this thesis we use a piezoelectric element to create sound. Piezoelectricity
means electricity resulting from pressure. Most common piezoelectric
materials are crystals and certain ceramics, there are however some
biological materials which do possess piezoelectric properties. The
piezoelectric effect works like mentioned above; a piezoelectric material
generates an electrical charge whilst under a change of mechanical pressure.
This piezoelectric effect is perfectly reversible and means we have the
possibility to both use them as sensors, but also actuators.
In this thesis we focus on
piezoelectric ceramics.
The areas of applications for
piezoelectric ceramics are broad
due to the high frequency-range,
high
sensitivity
and
the
possibility of creating powerful,
inexpensive ultrasonic devices.
Among others, piezoelectric
ceramics are used in:

•
•
•
•
•

Underwater acoustics
Hydrophones
Accelerometers
Industrial sensors
Medical purposes

Figure 5: Picture of the elements in
their original casing.
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The Speaker
We needed a speaker design that was watertight and capable of being
submerged over periods of time. Making the speaker watertight of course
limits our choice of materials. It however, raises the demand of a good
design. It is of great importance to have good contact between our
piezoelectric element and the water for the signals sake, but also, since we
have high voltage amplifiers installed, to make sure no electricity jumps
between the elements through the water.
A second important note is how to maximize the signal output strength from
our speaker. How do we not restrain the piezoelectric element mechanically
from contracting and extracting itself? Any hard covers shielding the
piezoelectric elements from the water would restrain the elements and
reduce the signal strength. One more drawback for hard covers is having
multiple elements, not oscillating at the same frequency. On the other hand,
using a soft material like rubber would keep water from our elements and be
good for shielding from jumping electricity. But a rubber like material might
cause damping to the signal or, depending of temperature caused by the
piezoelectric element, melt.
In this chapter we therefore go through our design, our
thoughts and explain other methods we used (and not
used) to increase our signal strength as much as
possible.

Element design & layout
The layout for the elements is the groundwork for the
final speaker box size. We need a large area of
elements, which helps us in creating a good signal, yet
we want a small speaker box. As options we started
with three different types of layout; circular,
rectangular or a pentagon-like shape. Since we don’t
have numerous elements to build our layout, the
difference between them will not result in any greater
signal variation. Also, since we have a low number of
elements, the resolution will be too low to distinguish
any specific patterns.

Figure 6: Three of our
element layouts.
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Yet, the layout is important since we want to avoid singularities in the
middle of the element. Also we want to avoid symmetrical element layout.
Even if we have a relatively low amount of elements, we can’t disregard the
element layout. Instead we choose to arrange the elements in a rectangular
element layout, and group them in channels according to their performance
related to each other.
In doing this, we leave the layout to chance, doing minor adjustments after
measuring mounted elements. To get a practical size of the speaker, large
enough to get a focused beam but not unreasonable big we choose to use 24
piezoelectric elements. To divide them into four lines with 6 elements in
each was the most convenient solution.

Figure 7: The chosen element layout.
To get a nice and focused beam the diameter of the system has to be at least
ten times the wave length of the high frequency. To calculate the wave
length the formula is λ=c/f. For our system this would mean that the smallest
diameter we could choose and still get good results from the speaker would
be 10*(2040/340000) =0.06m. On the other hand our piezoelectric elements
have a diameter of 30mm so to be able to place them all we have to make
the system a bit bigger.

The element mounting plate
With the actual mounting plate of the piezoelectric elements, we need to
make sure it does not lead electricity and has good acoustic impedance. We
17

also need a material that is easy to work with and can sustain high
temperatures for short periods of time. For these reasons we started looking
at Lucite solutions.
Property
Temperature resistance (melting point)
Acoustic impedance
Electric resistance
Density

160°C (320°F)
3.24 · 106
1013 - 1015Ω
1180kg/m3

Table 1: Showing general specifications for Lucite. These may vary
depending on the type of Lucite and manufacturer.
Since some of the signal inevitably will be sent into the speaker we need to
have the right thickness of the mounting plate. The thickness of the
mounting plate was exaggerated when sending the purchase order, leaving
the option of horizontal milling to achieve the desired thickness. Also, the
horizontal milling process gives us the opportunity to lower down the
element into the Lucite, giving it some security. In order to have as effective
signal as possible the thickness of the mounting plate has to be calculated
(more about this further down). If necessary we need to complement with
backload on the back end of the mounting plate.

Figure 8; The piezoelectric elements are placed in a milled lowering of the
Lucite plate. To evacuate the wires, holes were drilled at the border of the
milled lowering.
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Element cover
Since the elements are sensitive to contact with water they need to be
shielded. In doing this, we need to consider the signal strength. Covering the
front of the speaker with a thin Lucite plate would be sufficient as protection
from any liquid. It would however greatly decrease the signal strength.
Especially since the elements do not oscillate with the same frequency.

Figure 9: Constraining the element between two hard materials would
decrease the signal strength. It would however aid in making the
construction as watertight as possible.
We instead focused on “soft” covers like flexible plastic solutions. These do
however not reach our requirements regarding the heat from the elements.
This also goes for any sorts of rubber solutions. Instead we decided to use a
metalized shielding foil used in electronics manufacturing processes for
logistics and storage. Its main purpose is to protect devices from ESD
(electrostatic discharge) developed from triboelectric charging. Shielding
foils allow low gas/moisture transmission, high electric resistance, high
puncture resistance and are capable of handling higher temperatures than
Lucite solutions.
Physical properties
Value
Unit
MVTR
< 0.0047
g/m2/24hrs
Puncture resistance
> 133
N
Thickness
0.0014
m
Tensile strength
200
N
Heat conditions
150 - 205
°C
3
Pressure
200 - 480
10 N/m2
Electrical properties
Resistance
1
1011 Ω/square
Table 2: Shows specifications for the ESD foil. These may vary depending
on type and manufacturer.
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Figure 10: ESD-foil layer structure.

Backload
Since our piezoelectric element generates waves in whichever direction, we
need to complement it with a load. This will increase the efficiency of the
speaker in directing the signal out into the medium. Mounting a load can be
done on either the front or the back of the element, depending on the design
of the speaker and its field of use. We choose a single backload in the rear
instead of individual frontloads on each element. A load can also be used to
alter the resonance frequency of the element.
To get the best results it is crucial what material is used. Since our
piezoelectric elements are attached to a Lucite plate the acoustic impedance
of the material used for the backload must be higher than the one of the
Lucite plate. To calculate the acoustic impedance, Z, of a material, the
relationship between Z=ρc is used, where ρ is the density of the material and
c is the speed of sound travelling through the material.
Before choosing what material to use for the plate some parameters need to
be checked.
Material
Density (kg/m3) Speed of sound (m/s) Impedance (Z)
Lucite
1.2 · 103
2.7 · 103
3.24 · 106
Steel
7.9 · 103
5.9 · 103
46.61 · 106
Aluminum
2.7 · 103
6.4 · 103
17.28 · 106
Brass
8.5 · 103
3.8 – 4.7 · 103
32.3-39.95 · 106
Lead
11.3 · 103
1.96 – 2.4 · 103
22.15-27.12· 106
Table 3: The acoustic impedance of some materials for reference.
[L-E. Björk, H Brolin, H Pilström & R Alphonce (1998), Formler och tabeller,
Natur & kultur, Stockholm]
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To calculate how much of the signal that will be reflected on the backload
the formula for reflection * 9 >

?@ A?B E
?@ C?B

D is used. Z1 is the impedance of the

material in which the wave originally propagates; Z2 is the impedance of the
material that the wave will reflect on.

Material
Percent of reflection (%)
Lucite-steel
75.7
Lucite-aluminum
46.8
Lucite-brass
66.9-72.2
Lucite-lead
55.5-61.9
Table 4: The calculated reflection shown here caused by some different
materials used as backloads.
Since steel gives a good reflection and
is a general material the choice to use a
backload made of steel was easy.
In this case the wave propagates from
the piezoelectric element, through the
Lucite and when the wave hits the steel
about 75% will be reflected back into
the Lucite. The rest will continue into
the steel and most of it will reflect back
into the steel while reaching the air
behind the steel plate.
We use the parameters of transmission
Figure 11: Percentage of
and reflection to increase our signal
reflection through different
output in placing a backload of steel
behind the Lucite. In doing this, the thickness of both the Lucite and steel
plate have to be calculated, otherwise we risk the creation of phase shifts and
instead of increasing our signal, decreasing it.
The thickness of the Lucite plate behind the piezoelectric element should be
the same as half a wavelength (⁄2). This due to that there will be a hard
reflection when the wave hits the steel plate. When the wave has propagated
through the steel plate and “hits” the air there will be a soft reflection and
the thickness of the steel plate should therefore be matched with the quarter
of a wavelength (⁄4).
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Calculations - medium thickness

Formula used for wavelength calculation:  9 H

We simplify the design by calculating an average frequency IJ :

(320 + 340) ∙ 10
IJ 9
9 330!"
2
We then continue by calculating the wavelength in Lucite N and Steel O .

N
2.7 ∙ 10
N 9
9
≈ 0.0082
IJ 330000
O
7.9 ∙ 10
O 9
9
≈ 0.024
IJ 330000
Now we know that the thickness of the plates is dependent on whether there
is a hard or soft reflection/transmission. This information we already have
from the chapter above.
Lucite N 9 N ⁄2

N 9

0.0082
9> 4.1
2

Steel O 9 O ⁄4

O 9

0.024
0.024
N 9
9> 6
4
4

Design & pictures
Since the speaker is intended to work beneath the water surface, we decided
to simply build it in aluminum from the start on. The box mainly consists of
flat bars together with a transparent Lucite cover for ease of inspection.

Figure 12: The speaker as it was
setup for first test run. Silicone is
used in every gap, hole or slit to
make sure water does not leak in
and damage the electric devices.
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Figure 13 & 14: The speaker box in IKEA-outline. Here we want to
highlight the flat bars used for the box.

Figure 15 & 16: The actual speaker elements consist of; from the top, the
piezoelectric elements, rubber, Lucite and steel.
Figure 17: Speaker elements put
together with the speaker box.
Note that there is no ESD-foil
attached on top of the elements
in this picture.

Figure 18: The basic build-up of
the speaker here visualized with
an IKEA-outline. This contains
all the important parts included
in the speaker except the ESDfoil and the cables.
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Piezoceramics
As supplier for our piezoelectric specimen we use Ferroperm (Denmark),
who is one of the specialized producers in piezoelectric materials. The
specimen we use is made from Lead zirconate titanate (Hard) but in more
detail the specimen is called Pz26 as it is known from Ferroperm. The
different piezoelectric materials have specific applications determined by
their fields of use. The element used for our experiment is one who is
designed for underwater applications. Other overall specifications for our
specimen imply high mechanical quality, low dielectric loss and high power
potential. The specimen works both as transmitter or receiver. Full
specifications can be seen in the appendix.

Frequency calculations and measurements
The frequency constant  is the product of the resonance frequency W and
the linear dimension governing resonance. In our case the linear dimension
(direction of extension) is the thickness of the disc.
Thickness mode (disc): X 9 W ∙ 
Even before the experiment, we
were aware of what the resonance
frequency should be to get good
results. For one, we needed an
element which has a powerful
resonance frequency in the
Figure 19: The polarization
ultrasound spectrum. The second
direction and direction of
criteria depended on our end
displacement for the element.
result. What resolution do we want
for our desired end result? For this we need to adjust the difference
frequency, (∆ ). Of course some economical limitations had their part in the
selection. The supplier therefore recommended an element with a theoretical
resonance frequency W 9 315 !".
The received specimen was a circular
element with 0.00665m (6.65mm)
thickness and with a diameter of
0.03m (30mm). We use the formula
below to determine the resonance
frequency, W .
X
W 9
Figure 20: A single

piezoelectric element.
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The frequency constant given for our specimen from Ferroperm is X 9
2040 and the thickness we know.

W 9

2040
9 306.8!"
0.00665

By measurements of the element we found that this is close to the truth as
the picture shows.

Figure 21: Frequency spectrum of an uninstalled element with the
resonance frequency in the middle.
We see a concentrated peak in amplitude. 307!" is our measured
resonance frequency and proves to be very close to the theoretical value of
306.8!". We also see a peak in amplitude at a frequency of 330!",
which we hope will be useful for our difference frequency (∆ ). Our
measured resonance frequency of 307!" gives us a volume of 38.62(..
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The signal
The size of the smallest object viewable with this system is two times the
wave length. For our system the wave is travelling through a known medium
(water) with a sound velocity of 1500m/s. To calculate our difference
frequency we need to determine how large an object needs to be visible.
If the desired object size is set to 0.15m in diameter, the wavelength would
have to be half as long, 0.075m. This enables us to calculate the needed
difference frequency through:

 9 H∆ which gives that ∆ 9 H
∆ 9 H 9 1500H0.075 9 20!"
To create the signal we used two Agilent 33220A signal generators, one for
each frequency. To magnify the signal two Krohn-Hite (model 7500)
amplifiers were used and to match the electrical impedances of the amplifier
and the piezoelectric element two Krohn-Hite matching transformers (model
MT-56R) were used.
Since there are four channels available in total on the two amplifiers the
piezoelectric elements were divided in four groups, or channels, within
which the six elements are connected in parallel. Since we are using a
difference frequency of 20kHz we will feed half of our elements (two
channels) on 320 kHz and the other half on 340 kHz.
To get the maximum sound pressure out in the water and to try to get the
most similar output over the whole speaker we arranged our elements in
channels based on their amplitudes from measurements. In order to get a
good match of the elements in each group we measured what amplitude of
signal each element could produce. All elements were measured at both
320kHz and 340kHz. Then the elements were sorted by mean value of these
two measured amplitudes. To get as close to the same amplitude of all four
channels as possible, the element with the highest amplitude were put
together with the one with the lowest. Then the second highest were paired
with the second lowest and so on.
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ch1
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

ch2
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

ch3
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

ch4
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6

ch1
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

ch2
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

ch3
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

ch4
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6

ch1
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6

ch2
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6

ch3
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6

ch4
D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6

These pictures show the distribution of the elements
in channels.

Figure 22: Displays the four separate channels.

Figure 23: Displays an arrangement where channel
1 and 3 is working at the same frequency.
Similarities might occur in the lower left corner
because of the unfortunate placing.

Figure 24: Displays a similar arrangement as in
figure 23 but where channel 1 and 4 will be fed the
same frequency. There is still some risk of
similarities in the lower left corner but since our
elements are arranged the way they are there is not
very much we can do about that. This is the
arrangement we chose to use.

The reason for feeding half the elements with 320 kHz and the other half
with 340 kHz, instead of feeding all elements with both frequencies at the
same time is that there is a big risk that the difference frequency would build
up inside the element and in the cables instead of in the water.
To determine which channel should work on which frequency we looked at
when we got the most even surface graphs. We already determined that it
will give the best results to combine channel 1 with channel 4 (the first pair)
and channel 2 with channel 3 (the second pair). The next step was to check
which pair of channels to be used at what frequency. Since we already had
data for each frequency we tried to combine them to get the best outcome.
First we looked at feeding the first pair with 320kHz and the second pair
with 340kHz. Then we checked the outcome for the opposite; feeding the
first pair 340kHz and the second 320kHz. The combinations were made both
for the data from the measurements at 0.20 m and for 0.80 m. By visualizing
27

the results we found that the best combination is to feed the first pair
320kHz and the second pair 340kHz. This gives the smallest differences in
amplitude and the most even outcome.
The differences are visually shown in the
th surface models below.

Overview while feeding channel 1+4 at
320kHz and channel 2+3 at 340kHz,
distance 20cm
90-100
80-90

1

2

3

4

100
90
80
70
60
50 dB
40
30
20
10
0
5

6

c

70-80
60-70
50-60
40-50
30-40
20-30

d

10-20

b

0-10

a

Overview while feeding channel 1+4 at
320kHz and channel 2+3 at 340kHz,
distance 20cm
90-100

1
2

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30 dB
20
10
0
3

4

5

6
a
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b

c

d

a

b

c

d

80-90
70-80
60-70
50-60
40-50
30-40
20-30
10-20
0-10

Overview while feeding channel 1+4 at
320kHz and channel 2+3 at 340kHz,
distance 80cm
90-100
80-90

1

2

3

4

100
90
80
70
60
50
40 dB
30
20
10
0
5

6

c

70-80
60-70
50-60
40-50
30-40
20-30

d

10-20

b

0-10

a

Overview while feeding channel 1+4 at
340kHz and channel 2+3 at 320kHz,
distance 80cm
90-100
80-90

1

2

3

4

100
90
80
70
60
50 dB
40
30
20
10
0
5

6

c
b
a

d

70-80
60-70
50-60
40-50
30-40
20-30
10-20
0-10

Figure 25-28:: At closer distances the cross section of the beam is a bit more
unstable, as seen on the previous page. According to these pictures the
signal seems to get a smoother outcome at longer distances, which is
positive
tive for this application.
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Measurements were made at the distance of 0.20 m and 0.80 m from the
speaker to get an idea of what difference the distance would make. We can
see that the amplitude differences of the sound pressure are a lot bigger at
close distance than a little further away. Since the speaker was made to work
in quite long distances the arrangement should be based on the 0.80 m
graphs. We can see that we will get the least differences in sound pressure
over the speaker when channel 1 and channel 4 is fed 320 kHz and channel 2
and channel 3 is fed 340 kHz. Therefore this setup was chosen.
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Measurements
The first measurement we made on the piezoelectric elements was checking
what resonance frequency they had. They were said by the manufacturer to
have a resonance frequency at 315 kHz, but when we measured first with
laser and then electrically we found two peaks, one at 306.8 kHz and one at
330 kHz. When this was checked theoretically we found that the resonance
frequency should be around 307 kHz as mentioned in the chapter about
piezoceramics. Here it is important to note that this was before the
piezoelectric element was assembled with the Lucite plate, backload and
protecting plastic sheet. All these mentioned modifications change the
resonance frequency.
After the piezoelectric elements were mounted on the Lucite and backload
without the protecting ESD-plastic measurements were made. The resonance
frequency increased to somewhere between 335 and 340 kHz.
In order to get the highest possible sound pressure in front of the speaker the
frequencies chosen were 320 kHz and 340 kHz because they both gave high
amplitudes and a difference frequency of 20 kHz.

Figure 29; Our frequencies were chosen because this was the best possible
positioning for two frequencies distanced 20kHz at a high amplitude. This
will give a high wave power out in the medium.
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After finalizing our speaker these were the amplitudes (in dB) we got from
our separate elements.
ch1
A1
A3
B1
B2
C3
D2
ch2
A2
B3
C1
C2
D1
D3
ch3
A4
A5
A6
C5
C6
D5
ch4
B4
B5
B6
C4
D4
D6

20cm
320kHz 340kHz

80cm
320kHz 340kHz

31.4887
38.688
41.918
41.85
34.606
40.566

32.163
29.577
26.274
26.95
34.95
29.894

26.5096
29.4423
28.5114
28.657
30.5914
28.1168

26.1851
26.7451
26.4815
25.9442
26.2193
26.0489

37.03
39.298
41.342
27.695
41.09
37.244

37.423
37.343
33.362
31.516
35.695
24.347

25.6706
29.1448
28.6125
29.0631
26.9869
28.7663

26.7179
26.5846
25.9032
26.5585
27.5544
27.1636

36.9916
35.168
22.676
29.494
29.237
40.252

25.927
31.0305
30.389
29.451
24.914
28.393

27.4608
23.5866
28.6199
25.3596
28.1156
30.2277

27.7697
19.205
27.9476
27.7647
27.5926
27.5078

28.223
36.4798
33.31
32.027
28.219
28.639

34.957
36.628
33.68
37.324
24.871
25.013

21.7368
22.3119
28.7662
28.7157
28.9178
28.1831

19.3202
17.8748
27.2554
28.0392
27.8546
26.9994

Table 5: Displays the amplitude per element.
To verify that the speaker will get the wanted difference frequency we tested
it in air. When feeding all four channels at the same time, at the two
different frequencies the difference frequency should occur at 20 kHz. At the
distance of 0.22m from the speaker we measured about 20dB sound pressure
of our difference frequency. Since the difference frequency wave is expected
to be much greater in water than in air (due to impedances, nonlinearity
parameter and damping), this was seen as a great success.
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When measuring in a small water tank (700x400x500 lxhxd) we got a nice
result of 35-40 dB. This measurement was mostly done to verify the
function in water. Since the tank was small we got reflections in the whole
tank and could not see any differences depending on distance from the
speaker.

Figure 30: The first arrangement of the speaker under water.
The same results were seen in a bigger tank (2000x700x800 lxhxd). Both
these measurements, as well as the final one, were done with the signal
generators at 2 volts peak to peak, one of them at 320 kHz and the other at
340 kHz. The amplifiers used were two Krohn-Hite model 7500 both at 75
times gain and no offset. The load impedance used at the transformers was
32 ohm. To collect the signal a small hydrophone was used.
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The final measurements were made in an indoor swimming pool (10x25m).
The goal with this measurement was to get an idea of how the signal
distributes in water. While looking right in front of the speaker we can see
the two ingoing frequencies of 320kHz and 340kHz. We can also see the
central frequency, our difference frequency, 20 kHz.

Figure 31: The many peaks depends on that the signal reflects on the inside
of the tank, which creates a lot of other difference frequency occurrences.
For example the peak at 3e^5 Hz (300kHz) can be created by the original
320kHz signal and the difference frequency 20kHz, 320-20=300kHz.
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Figure 32-35: Pictures taken at the indoor swimming pool. Arrangement of
the speaker in the water and the equipment can be seen. At the last picture
all equipment but an oscilloscope and the receiving hydrophone can be seen.
The oscilloscope was used to store the signal from the hydrophone and is a
LeCroy WaveRunner 64MXi-A.
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We measured continuingly at a distance of ten meters from the speaker and
from the center of the beam to “the edges”. Our measure points were
arranged in a rectangular pattern and we measured one quarter of the beam,
assuming that the beam is symmetrical.

Figure 36: Part of the swimming pool, with the speaker in the lower left
corner of the picture. Right across on the opposite side of the pool we did
our measurements at the intersections of the lines shown in the figure. A
closer look at the measurement pattern can be seen in the appendix.

Figure 37: Compared with the measurement in the large tank there is a lot
fewer reflection peaks, but there is still quite many.
We found that the original beams ten meters from the speaker were quite
strong, and distributed as shown in the pictures below. Since we assumed
that the beam is symmetrical the following pictures show all four quadrants.
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Overview of 320kHz outcome,
at 10 m distance in dB
66-67
65-66

67
66
65
64
63
62
61
60
59

64-65
63-64
62-63
61-62
60-61
59-60

Overview of 320kHz outcome,
at 10 m distance in dB
66-67
65-66
64-65
63-64
62-63
61-62
60-61
59-60

Figure 38-39: The response of the 320kHz signal.
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Overview of 340kHz outcome
at 10 m distance in dB
66-67
65-66
67
66
65
64
63
62
61
60
59

64-65
63-64
62-63
61-62
60-61
59-60

Overview of 340kHz outcome
at 10 m distance in dB
66-67
65-66
64-65
63-64
62-63
61-62
60-61
59-60

Figure 40-41:
41: The response of the 340kHz signal.
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Overview of the difference frequency
20kHz, at 10 m distance in dB
27-28
26-27
25-26
28
27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18

24-25
23-24
22-23
21-22
20-21
19-20
18-19

Overview of the difference frequency
20kHz, at 10 m distance in dB
27-28
26-27
25-26
24-25
23-24
22-23
21-22
20-21
19-20
18-19

Figure 42-43:
43: The response of the 20kHz difference frequency.
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Measurements were made both with a continuous beam and with pulsed
sound (burst). In the case of the continuous beam there is a significant risk
of rather quickly having the same signal in the whole tank due to reflections.
This was seen in the graph at page 33. To avoid that this occurs we chose to
try the “burst-method” where instead of transmitting signal at all times the
signal generator transmits short pulses of sound. When doing this it is
important to find the right number of cycles where you get a short time span
for the pulse but still get the difference frequency. Since we did not see the
importance of proper calculations before choosing how many cycles to use,
we tried to measure at 10000 cycles and at 20000 cycles as seen in the
graphs on the next page.
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Figure 44-45: As seen in this and the previous graph there is still some
reflections, but with lower number of cycles the reflections decreases.
We should have calculated how many cycles it would take to fill the
distance from the speaker to the hydrophone. That is easily done if you
know the wave length. Since the sound velocity in water is 1500m/s and the
Y
[\]]
difference frequency is 20kHz, the wave length is  9 9
9 0.075.
Z
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The length of the tank is 10m so it will take
9 133.33 cycles to exactly
].]^\
fill that distance. Since the sound velocity is 1500 m/s it would take
0.00667s for one cycle to travel the distance of 10 m and 0.889s for all 133
cycles to move the same distance. For comparison we measured for 10s. The
maximum number of cycles we want is the number it would take to fill a
little less than two tank lengths. In case of more cycles the reflection of the
burst will be collected at the same time as the original signal, which creates
some of the “peaks” in the graphs above. Two tank lengths equals 20 m
which will give 266.67 cycles. This amount could be decreased a bit as long
as there are enough cycles for the nonlinearity to occur and for the
difference frequency to arise.
Due to time limitations we didn´t have time to try once more in the
swimming pool with the right amount of cycles. Neither did we have time to
check what happens if an obstacle is added in the water. These things would
be an interesting area for further investigations since it is the reflection that
will tell how the field in front of the speaker looks and makes the speaker
useful.
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Discussion & Conclusion
With this thesis we want to present an opportunity to improve the way
acoustic measurements can be made. This we want to accomplish by
introducing speakers that use the nonlinear acoustic effect.
During this thesis we have designed, built and tested a speaker for
underwater use. The speaker uses the nonlinearity in water to create a
parametric array of waves that propagate over long distances. One possible
purpose for our application would be to use it as active sonar on boats.
From the test results we can see the nonlinear effect and make the
conclusion that we have succeeded with showing this part. However, to
propose this method as a solution for commercial use there must be more
advanced testing involved. Additional work would firstly include getting a
better view of the distribution in water without reflections. The second and
more interesting part would be to actually locate obstacles with the speaker
and a hydrophone.
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